8n ford tractor

When the 9n Fords appeared in the late thirties they were perhaps one of the most important
technological developments in America. This little tractor increased a man's productivity on the
farm. More modern tractors are available now, but they cost much more, and are really only a
refinement of Henry Ford's and Harry Ferguson's solid idea. What set it apart from it's rivals of
the time was a simple hydraulic system that makes all sorts of attachments practical: posthole
diggers, cement mixers, mowers, blades, scoops, chippers, plows, rakes, etc. The engine is
basically a Model A Ford, 20 hp or so. All the Ford "N Series" tractors should be in antique
shows because of its age, many are, but most are still in use today. Parts are readily available at
this time. Go find one of the old Ford Tractors and give it a home and when you need parts don't
forget about Just8N's. The 9N: The first Ford 9N tractor was built in The unique feature of the 9N
tractor was the fact that it was equipped with a unique three-point-hitch system. The Ferguson
System consisted of a combined linkage and hydraulic control, applicable to a wide variety of
implements and was perfected in after 17 years of engineering development by Harry Ferguson.
It was developed as a all-purpose tractor for the small farm. The 9N went through changes
almost every year of production. The 2N: Some of the newest features on the Ford 2N tractor
made from to was a pressurized radiator with a shroud, and eventually sealed-beam headlights.
Due to the war effort all rubber products were rationed so only steel wheels were available, and
a magneto system was used rather than a battery. Other changes were made due to the war and
afterwards were changed back. The 8N: The Ford 2N evolved into the Ford 8N, which officially
started it's production in and was made through Equipped with the Ferguson System
three-point hitch and 4-speed transmission, the Ford 8N model was destined to become the
top-selling individual tractor of all time in North America. The most noticeable differences
between the 8N Ford tractor and 2N and 9N other then the new two color paint job was the
inclusion of a 4-speed transmission instead of a 3-speed in the 2N and 9N, and an increase in
both power take off PTO and drawbar horsepower. So after six years of 9N and 2N tractor
production Ford ended the "handshake agreement". It left Ford with a tractor, but no
implements, while Ferguson had the implements, but no tractor, although Ferguson had already
begun tractor production in England with Fords tractor design and all of Fords blueprints and
specs. Ford U. The "" and "" both had around 30 HP on the drawbar with the "" set up as a utility
or plowing tractor while the "" was a row crop version with high ground clearance. The "" and ""
both had around 40 HP with the "" serving as the row crop tractor. The "1" Series: From , Ford
brought out a series where all the model numbers ended in a "1. The second numeral indicated
the transmission, hitch and PTO options. The "," "" and "" series all had the same HP engine.
But the "" series were offset, high clearance tractors, the "" series were utility configurations,
and the "" series were row crop tractors. So, if a farmer wanted a row crop tractor with around
30 HP, he chose the "" series and then chose from the "second numeral" options. For example,
the "" had a four-speed transmission but no PTO or three-point hitch. The "" had all three. The
option choices increased as the numbers went up. The "" and "" series had the same options
available and boasted between 35 and 40 HP depending on fuel type. The "Thousand" Series: In
, Ford brought out a new, higher-powered series of tractors that would see them through to the
end of the decade. The first was the high powered, 60HP Model " Ford retooled the design and
reintroduced the tractor with a whole new paint scheme. Gone was the red and white paint and
in its place was the new trademark blue and white. The "" was introduced in with 42 HP.
Whether you are restoring your tractor back to its original form or working it on the farm
Just8N's can give you the expert advice along with fast and friendly service. We pride ourselves
in having the lowest prices in the business while offering the best quality parts available. Order
Online or call us at for all your Ford tractor needs. Ford agreed to discontinue production of the
hydraulic system using Ferguson's reservoir-side hydraulic pump by the end of the model year.
Many modifications and improvements were made throughout the production of the N-series
tractors. Watching a neighbor cut alfalfa several months ago, I got to wondering if there might
be such a thing as a classic working tractor. My neighbor was driving an enormous John Deere.
What l had in mind would be fairly small, and suitable for the needs of what we around here call
a "two-acre farmer" someone with just enough land to need a tractor with some real muscle. It
would have to be inexpensive, and preferably vintageâ€”the kind of machine an owner could
restore over the winter, much as a car buff might spend weekends polishing every nut and bolt
of a '57 Chevy. In my search for a classic tractor, one model, no longer manufactured, popped
up in every conversation with friends, neighbors and farm machinery dealers: the Ford 8N
tractor. I can see two of them from my house. One tractor restorer I spoke with said in some
parts of the country "you can see 8Ns sitting on top of every hill. But I do know for certain that
you can find 8Ns all over this New Mexico valley, some of them looking almost new in fresh
coats of Ford red and Ford gray. A rancher I know has three tractors. The one he depends on is
the 8N: He knows how to fix it. The Ford 8N tractor was introduced in , and , were built between

then and The majority of them are still running. The 8N was the last of a series of tractorsâ€”the
N-seriesâ€”built by Ford starting in , the first two being the 9N, made through , and its
successor the 2N, built through These first tractors were made in partnership with the Ferguson
company, hence, they are generally referred to as Ford Fergusons. The two companies suffered
an acrimonious parting of the ways in the late s, at which time Ford decided to turn out a tractor
that could be kept running with "six socket wrenches, a pair of pliers and a screwdriver. This
was a time when folks expected to take care of their vehicles without expensive help from the
dealership. Ford had already been making automobiles for those people for decades. The 8N is,
in fact, a "modern" tractor in that it was one of the first to use the three-point hitchâ€”now
standard on any tractor. It will accept all modern implements, and many are still going to work
every day for farmers. A couple of old hands told me that, in their opinion, the 8N may well be
the best tractor ever made. One old-timer I met, now retired, bought two 8Ns new in , and he
used them to farm acres of cotton, chiles, lettuce, onions and a grove of pecans. In season, his
8Ns would run 12 hours a day, five days a week. Saturdays, he washed and serviced them. He
used just those two 8Ns for decades, until, as far as he was concerned, they were hopelessly
worn and outdated, so he "traded up" to larger, diesel-powered machines. The large tractors, he
said, made the work faster, but that, as far as he was concerned, was their only advantage. The
8N, he added, will burn a gallon of gas an hour, and it will only have to be refueled about every
eight hours. He said he could cultivate 25 acres of cotton in 12 hours with one. The 8N is not an
antique of limited utility; it can do the same amount of work, the same kind of work, that any
modern tractor can do. Where I live, for instance, most of the land is irrigable, and except for
large farms, most of it is held by families who have two- to five-acre spreadsâ€”places where a
small, gasoline-powered tractor works quite nicely. Because some crops require more water
than others, fields are separated by borders raised by "border discs. The 8N may be old, but it
holds its own. Despite its age, I'm convinced the 8N is all the tractor that most part-time farmers
will ever need. Like its older sister, the Ford Model A car, the 8N was built to be an everyman's
vehicle: inexpensive, and simple enough to be maintained by the owner. Ford used to send
along a packet of tools with every car it sold. The Model A comparison is even more apt, in fact,
because the 8N's four-cylinder L-head engine is essentially a Model A engine. The design goes
back at least 75 years and is just about as simple as a four-cycle engine can get. If you think
you can master a few of the automotive secrets of the first 30 years of the Motor Age, you
should be able to restore and maintain an 8N all by yourself. The 8N engine is better-built than
the Model A engine in a few respects: The block is heavier which helps to dissipate heat better ,
and it has more displacement giving more power. More significant, the cylinders are sleeved:
lined with a metal cylinder, so the sleeves wear out rather than the block. During a major
overhaul, worn sleeves are knocked out and replaced by new ones. New engine. Well, you also
have to remember to grind the valves, put in new piston rings and replace the bearings. Which
means you have to find the parts. Since Harry Truman was president in the years the 8N was
built, and since I'm starting to remember those years in black and white and shades of gray, I
wondered at first: Are parts available? One fellow I met during my pilgrimage to find the classic
tractor turned out to be something of a Ford 8N expert. He drives around the country buying old
tractors, hauls them back to New Mexico, restores and then sells them. One thing he knows a
lot about is parts for 8Ns. Yes, they're available. For one thing, so many Model As are still
around that new parts are still being made for them. In fact, many 8N tractor components are so
common in automobiles that you won't have to go any farther than your local car parts store for
what are known as "crossover" parts. These places are generally less expensive than a tractor
dealership. In any case, should you decide to restore an 8N, you can be assured that you won't
have to drive around the countryside looking for a derelict 8N to cannibalize. Just head down to
the store. They're still that valuable for their salvageable parts. In Oklahoma, one large
used-tractor dealer had tractors on his lot, and 28 of them were 8Ns. Almost sounds like a good
investment, doesn't it? The 8N has it all over the 9N and 2N in several respects for one thing,
there are more of them around , but the main difference, as far as I'm concerned, is that the 8N
has four speeds instead of three. The 8N is really considered the Cadillac of the trio, as well as a
true classic of its day. The 8N is still prized for its handling, simplicity, availability of spare
partsâ€”even for its looks. If you need a tractor, and you're looking for a winter project, an 8N
restoration will most likely fill the bill. Back the veteran into the barn in October. Drive out in the
spring, ready to go to work with your spruced-up American country classic. So maybe it's not a
'42 Lincoln Continental or a '48 Indian Chief. But your classic won't languish in a garage,
covered by sheets. Your classic is going to earn its keep. Using second gear, at a rated load of
Fuel economy during this test was 9. The same test on a model showed a bit more power. Also
during the test, an 8N pulled 2, pounds in low gear at 2. What this all means is that the 8N is
plenty of tractor for a two-acre farmer. Several years ago, a couple of fellows who wanted to

make a statement about conservation and automotive simplicity drove a Model A Ford from
Alaska to Argentina. Their magnificent gesture was noticed by almost no one except the nice
people they met along the way. It was a tough trip; obviously, a modern four-wheel drive would
have been more effective. Similarly, any farmer knows that a modern diesel tractor is more
"cost effective" than an 8N for a large spread. These days, you won't find many small,
gasoline-powered tractors working in large fields. However, just as the Model A may be a fine
weekend car for an auto buff, the 8N tractor is perfectly adequate for most part-time farmers. A
lot depends on how much work you have to do. But before you spend months finding and
restoring an 8N, you should be aware of its limitations. After all, most Model A aficionados know
exactly what they'll wind up with before they start rebuilding one. The N-series tractors,
although considered the first of the modern tractors, do not have a "live" clutch that is, the
power takeoff doesn't work when the clutch is engaged. Folks who have never driven any other
kind of tractor and experienced operators accustomed to the N-series do not find this a
problem. It's simply an idiosyncrasy of an obsolescent machine. You learn to work with what
you have. If you'll need a wet hydraulic line for other machinery a wood splitter, for example ,
keep in mind that the 8N was not intended for such an adaptation. However, one tractor dealer I
talked to said he once saw an 8N jury-rigged to take a wet line, so if you have a friend who
knows hydraulics, just possibly your 8N could be so rigged. They do have power takeoffs, of
course. Many of the tractors that came after the 8N, such as Ford's Jubilee, can be adapted for a
wet line and have a live clutch. And the Jubilee's overhead valve engine puts out a bit more
horsepower. But these tractors, which which may cost you a few hundred extra, are also more
complex machines. As with most of our contraptions, the more recent they are, the more
complicated they can be. As I mentioned before, of the N-series, the 8N is preferred because of
its availability, its four-speed transmission as opposed to the three speeds of the 9N and 2N and
the fact that it is newer. Any other mechanical differences are considered inconsequential by
people who know tractors. In fact, many owners do not know there are any differences at all
between the N-series tractors, and refer to them all as 8Ns. But true connoisseurs will tell you
that the 8Nsâ€”especially those from and later with the side-mounted distributorâ€”are the most
prized machines of the bunch. Also, the 8N has full floorboards, rather than footpegs like a
motorcycle. And its clutch is on the left, with both brake pedals to steer under load by slowing
one rear wheel or the other on the right, allowing clutch and brakes to be used together. Once
you know these tricks, you can tell Ns apart from as far away as you can see them. The 8N has
no endemic problems, but as with any very old automotive machine, you have to look it over
from bow to stern. A dealer will shake rear wheels and check steering for excessive play. But
even if a tractor does have a lot of play in those areas, the problems can be fixed. You may want
to check the hydraulics by standing on the two arms of the three-point hitch. If it will lift you, the
hydraulics are probably OK. If you buy your tractor from anyone other than a dealer, get a
proper, notarized bill of sale. Unlike automobiles, tractors need not be registered in most states,
and so they do not have "papers. Autumn is the best time to buy a tractor. In the spring, most
are being used for planting, so prices are higher. People usually part with their unwanted
equipment in the fall; that way they don't have to winter it through the rough months. You'll find
tips for slashing heating bills, growing fresh, natural produce at home, and more. That's why we
want you to save money and trees by subscribing through our earth-friendly automatic renewal
savings plan. Dwight Emstrom center , of Galesburg, Illinois, with family, friends and Ford
tractors. More than half the 8Ns built, including this one, still work for a living. Bruce Wyman
uses an 8N on his three-acre spread in the Sierra Nevada foothills. Continue Reading. Share
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Register Today! The Ford 8N tractor, which debuted in July , was a largely new tractor featuring
more power and improved transmission system. By some measures, the Ford 8N tractor
became the most famous farm tractor of all time in North America. A number of , units of the
Ford 8N tractor were sold worldwide; the Fordson Model F had sold a number of , units
worldwide, but in North American sales the Ford 8N surpassed it in widespread acclaim and
units sold. I hope it will be useful to you. Final Words. But If you have any problem regarding
this post, then please comment in the below comment box. I will try to solve your problem as
soon as possible. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website
in this browser for the next time I comment. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
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information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
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Ford gasoline 4-cylinder 8-valve liquid-cooled Rated RPM:. Torque RPM:. Firing order:. Starter
volts:. Oil capacity:. Coolant capacity:. Sparkplug gap:. Point gap:. Intake valve clearance:.
Exhaust valve clearance:. Ford distillate 4-cylinder liquid-cooled Drawbar claimed :. PTO
claimed :. Drawbar tested :. PTO tested :. Belt tested :. Oil type:. Pump flow:. Charging system:.
Charging amps:. Hydraulic system:. Ag front:. Ag rear:. Rear Type:. Rear lift:. Rear PTO:. Rear
RPM:. Open operator station. Weight shipping :. Weight operating :. Weight ballasted :. Ground
clearance:. Clearance front axle :. Front tread:. Rear tread:.

